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SIRLOIN-STEAK

Housier Valley

WASHING POWDER
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Limit 1
Please
With Other
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CAMPBELLS

Housier Valley

FRANKS

Limit 4
Please
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Hyde Park Can,,
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WONDER SNACK

BOILED
CUSTARD

CORN
CAPERS 39c
Bag

ON WEDNESDAY

29c bag 19c
Christmas Trees Art Bete

We have a new supply. Gift Cards& wrapping

59c

STAMPS
ON WEDNESDAY

E FiCOCPCO
Stokely No.2 Size

FLORIDA

8-oz. BOX

CORN FLAKES

DOUBLE QUALITY

Jack Sprat

300 Size

SYRUP
each 69c PINEAPPLE CHUNK'S3for $1. HOMINY
29c
3 for
Northern Single Jumbo
Gold Medal
Jack Sprat 300 Size
PAPER TOWELS 3for $1.00 FLOUR
51b.
59c PORK and BEANS 3for 35c
Zestee Of. Jar
Sta-Flo 22-oz. Can
Jack Sprat 303 Size
SALAD DRESSING Each 3k SPRAY STARCH Each 69c '
BEANS 2for 29c

Limit 1
Please
With Other
Purchases
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CELERY

CELLO BAG

STALK 1
0(

Yellow

15c

Limit 2
Please
With Other
Purchases

BELL PEPPERS each 10c SQUASH
U.S. No. 1 RED

POTATOES
Libby's 2 1-2 Size Cans

CORN MEAL
lb. 4•A
Bag0

RADISHES 3FoR29(
5.19c

l
F ii
s lEAPPLES

Each

OLEO
6 Lbs

Your No. 6 Quality Stamp
Coupons ets good this week
for 300 Free Quality Stampli

t
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39c

U.S. No. 1 FANCY WINESAP

10 Lbs. 59c APPLES
Sequin 32-oz.

4

LB BAG69(

Sweet And Juicy

PUMPKIN PIE MIX ea. 39c LIQUID DETERGENT 3for $1. ORANGES
5 lb. Bag
Baker's 12-oz.
Old South 2 - 9 Inch
Fresh Frozen 6-oz.
cHo.
CHIPS Box
SHELLS
Pak 2k COCONUT
59c PIE
Each
2 Lb. Can Reg. or Dip
Faultless Brand Of. Jar
First Quality 100 Count
COFFEE
Can $1.39 SWEET PICKLES each 59c PAPER
Each
Fine For A Gift
28-oz. Box
4 Reg. Size Bars
Southern Belle
BON BONI
Box $1.79 JERGEIIS SOAP
29c
with BEANS 3for

LITTLE ANDY STICK

Ite°4*4 104

CORN nos

MILK
1/2 Gal. 5k
Clio. Covered Cherries
4.9c

3k

1-11COI

Karo White Of. Jar

COFFEE

4

Wonder Snack

' 10-oz. Box Brach's

8-

CPIi

MAXWELL HOUSE CAN

4

From Pure Milk Co.

EMARKA

STAMPS

ICELLOGGS

PURE MILK

E. W.James

49c

6 cans

PI

DOUBLE QUALITY

lb. 59c

SMOKED
an
o
.3
PICNICS 9c CHOPS LBw‘ff
$1 49
69c
29c
COUNTRY
SORGHUM

NO.1 CAN

lb. 39c
lb. 9k

CENTER CUT

1-2 GALLON

TOMATO SOUP

Country

lb. 59c MEAT
6 lb. can $2.39 HOG JOWL
Whole or Half
Quarter Sliced
1 Year Old Millers Whole
lb. 49c PORK LOIN
lb. 59c COUNTRY HAM
End Cut
Country Style
lb. 49c PORK CHOPS
lb. 49c PORK RIBS

REELFOOT

REG.SIZE BOX

Lb.890

Rath - Spiced - Luncheon

SLICED BACON
Reelfoot or Southern Belle
SLAB BACON

CHEER

193

40

maaa
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S
AND
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49c
2k
6k
8k

Your No. 6 Quality Stamp
Coupons are good this week
for 300 Free Quality Stamps

Fulton, Ky.

Clinton Woman's Club Gives
Lunrh,eorvror Senior Citizens

Hickman Girl Finalist
In Cheerleader Contest
-A 2I-year-old Fulton
CYPRESS GARDENS, Ha.,
County girl has been named one of six finalists in the seventh
annuarMiss Cheerleader USA contest which is be:ng held here
through Dec. 29.
Jennifer Burcham, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Burher
chum, Hickman, is among the six finalists after winning,
of
bid in state competition. She is a senior at the University

- The
ainton Wonnues Club entertained members of the Senior
Citizen's Club with a luscheon at
The Clinton Steakhouse, Friday
at 1 p.m.
The 52 members of the two
organizations were presented
with Christmas corsages as they
were seated and were also given
candy cane favors. Tables were

Kentucky, majoring in English.
The five-foot, seven-inch blue-eyed brunette has been a
cheerleader at the university for two years and was a cheerleader at Fulton County High School where she graduated
with the highest average in her class.
In
Her past honors include being named Miss Kentucky
that
Pageant
Beauty
USA
Miss
the
in
participation
1966 and
same year along with being named Kentucky Derby Queen
in the
in 1965. Three weeks ago she was named the runner-up

decorated with holly, cedar,
lighted red tapers and other seasonal decorations. Gumdrops
and fruitcake also decorated
each table and served as dessert

UK Homecoming Queen Contest.
She is a member of the Honorary Society which requires
a 3.5 scholastic average for membership.

7Christmas is for giving Gifts
by

EUSE

Van Heusen quality apparel
for men makes gift-giving easy. Simply
make your selection from our full
collection of Van Heusen dress shirts
and sportswear. Give him a gift
with the Van Heusen label and you'll
give him a gift he really wants!

6!AWeala'Son4
ESTABLISHED 1863

Fulton, Kentucky

Christmas cards - like
Christmas - come just once a
year, but ,how much joy and
happiness they bring!
The greetings which we send
to friends are received in large,
small, formal white and brightly
colored envelopes. All send
messages of holiday cheer.
Cfiristmas cards are even brighter
when there's a hand-written
message inside, personal wishes
for the happy_season.
Christmas cards, 93 years
young in our country, started in
England more than 125 years
ago. In the days when penmanship flourished and school
children were given daily exercises in the art of good penmanship, school masters gave
exercises even at holiday time.
Children wrote Christmas greetings - and the Christmas card
was born.
At first, Christmas cards failed
as a business venture. Though
inexpensive, the cards were not
accepted. Then in 1860, they
began again, this time marked
for success. Fifteen years later,
they came to America where
they started as large, flowery,
expensive greetings.
Today, more than two billion
cards are mailed each year,
according to the Paper Mate
Company's research. Today cards
are of every size and description.
Some are serious, some funny,

at the conclusion of the main
COUrile.
Carols were sung and Christ
mas customs of various countries, and of the members, were
shared by the group under the
direction of Mrs. Henry k.dwards.
The committee in charge of
arrangements was Mrs. Austin
Riede, Mrs. Ralph Golden, Mrs.
H. S. Alexander and Mrs. W. N.
Kluberg.
Attending the luncheon were
Mesdames Lucy Bugg, Dessie
Wilkins, Mary Moss, Leslie Bar-

some bright and cute. Many
still place prime importance on
the religious significance of the
Christmas se.von.
For a few years, the printed
names appealed as a time saver
when sending holiday greetings.
But soon the cards began to
lose their meaning and thoughtful greetings - they seemed too
businesslike for the merry season.
Today, most people are writing
their cards, personally signing
each card with the hope that the
receiver will have a very merry
Christmas.
Now it's tun to receive handwritten notes on Christmas cards,
a very special greeting. And it's
fun to write them, especially
to those we don't often see or
hear from: It makes Christmas
even more meaningful.
Now that red and green nylon
tip pens are available, writing
notes and signatures is no longer
tedious. And those who like to
design and make their own
Christmas Lards can use the
pens to form fine or bold lines,
to draw and to write.
The Christmas card has had a
long history From schoolchildren
to the American flintily gathered
about writing Christmas messages, the card brings, as always,
a hope for the very merriest
Christmas and the happiest New
Year.

The Christmas Card
that's good
All Year!
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MEN'S—YOUNG MEN'S_

SLACKS

BIGGEST PRE -CHRISTMAS
4., c
'v

LATEST SOLID COLORS,
FANCY PATTERNS g
PERMA MEW PRESS
SIZES: 29-42
The season fashion
leader . . . dress
slacks in up-to-the- $
minute solid colors
and fancy patterns.
Expertly tailored in
Permanent Press fabrics that never need
Ironing.

Ladies Waltz

Crew

GOWNS

Socks
NYLON OR ORLON

Brushed Blend
Pastel Colors
Specially Priced

2

PAIRS
GIFT
BOXED
Hl-bulk Nylon or Orlon crew socks in great
colors. 2 Pairs to gift
box ... regular $1.00

$1.92

**I

laelt314991991***************4

t

ry, J. T. Callahan, R. H. Rater,
Sam Jackson. Jess Wry, Emma
Denney, Dulcie Green, Butler
Ringo, Roy Tooms, James Aldridge, Warren Latta, Burnett
Gwyn, Clint Hopkins, Edmund
Wroe, Waddy Davis, M. E.
Weatherford, Elbert Kaler, Mary
Parrott, Clyde Hopkins, Govie
Wright, Carl Berry and Rebecca
Watts;
Mesdames A. J. Klapp, John
Veatch, Ralph Golden, Henry
Edwards, Austin Riede, Edward
Benedict, Minnie Smith, R. B.
Jewell Jr., Wn1 Massey, H. S.
Alexander, Jack Johnson, Woodford Ringo Jr., Seldon Bugg, D.
J. Craddock, Lola Mangrum,
Essie Choate, Bessie Floyd, Alpha Floyd, Dentis McDaniel,
Alva Kimbell, Alice Grubbs,
Clarence Craddock, Agnes M.
Deck, Elbert Mills, P. H. Porter,
Miss Emma Johnson and Miss
Marie Gore.
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QUILTED DUSTERS
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Pond's Peettellak
Roll. El. 5-4,0

41c
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FABULOUS SAVINGS,

LADIES'
Adul

NOW $11
ONLY

•

COMPACT
LIGHTWEIGHT
Thumb -tip speed
control. Beater
ejector. Large full
mix beaters. Heal
rest, Value(

8

UGE SELECTION,

MEN'S SIIIRTS
Dross hirts
Shirts • Knit Shirts
VALUES to $6

•
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DUSTING TA6

with
Console
matching rack said
bench. 37 Trebel
keys, 12 cord but
tons. Walnut,
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Governor Hints Cut 4n Sales Tax
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn indicates
he is keeping the door open for
a possible revision of the 5 per
cent sales tax.
He gave the hint in an interview on the eve of his first year
of office.
The Republican governor, who
pushed the 2-cent tax increase
through a Democratic-dominated 1968 Legislature, was asked
it he would consider readjusting the tax should financial conditions warrant it.
"It was because of the financial reports available when we
took office that we were forced

—Fulton, Ky.

to recommend.the sales lax increase," he said.
"Hoskever, at any time those
sante financial reports indicate
that a tax reduction is feasible.
I would not hesitate to recommend accordingly."
Such a move, if made before
January 1970, would require a
special session of the 1968 Legislature.
The goveraor indicated that.
if he had it 'to do over again,
he still would have sought a 5
per cent tax.
"Had we not taken the action
we did," he said, "I am firmly
convinced Kentucky would have
erased the progress that had
been made and would have been

2

33

/14
Our toy selection
is still good but
BETTER BUY NOW
so you won't be disappointed!"
Only 12 more day
till Christmas eve!

CUM

..I9

A.

ocrats, salary increases voted
by the lawmakers "and perhaps. of overriding importance,
the effect of the county races.
Since Kentucky is an overwhelming Democratic state in
terms of voter registration.
Nunn said, "it is logical to assume that the county races will
tend to polarize their strength
and could seriously thwart our
efforts to elect a majority in the
General Assembly."
He added there is a traditional
resurgency by the opposition
during a mid-term election.
The governor has spoken
widely around the state in his
first year.
He believes public hostility to

Page 5
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force to retreat ti the bottom
of the ranking among her sister
states in every category of human service and development."
These facts were known by
Democrats as well is Republicans, he said, "and that is why
the recommendations we made
were supported by responsible
members of both parties."
Nunn was asked if he thought
the sales tax would be an issue
in the 1969 legislative races.
No, he said, "There are many
other factors which will have
more influence over the outcome."
Among them, he said, are the
personalities of the opposition
candidates, strength of the Dem-

MARTIN. Tenn., Dec. 5 — A Council and was published in ttc
letter criticizing the Martin Po- campus newspaper.
lice Department for its policy to- Gayle Percival, president, and
wards students has prompted1Rusty Farrell. public relations
action by the administration 0I1officer of the Interfraternity
the University of Tennessee at Council accused the police ot
'Martin and city officials,
using the campus as a base for
The letter was written by of-la speed-trap operation, and cf
It
tern
a
Inter*
ficers of the
yiharassing students bv improper

11EG. $29.98

All - Weather Coats
(With Zip- Out Lining)

Now $14.98

the 5-per cent tax has been exaggerated.
"I will admit that in the time
immediately following the passage of the revenue measure,
we were concerned," he said.
"I think now, however, that
we were o‘erly concerned because we mistook (he vocal opposition of a few politicallymotivated people to be the general sentiment throughout the
state."
Nunn said time and personal
observation have convinced him
the people have "a wide understanding of the circumstances
which
conditions
the
and
prompted the action taken by
the legislature."

He cited Republican victories
last November as -documented
acceptance and approval of
those actions.
Nunn was asked about the
tendency of many Republican
officials to use the word "deficit" in connection with the
legacy from Democrat Edward
T. Breathitt, his immediate
predecessor.
Breathitt has insisted it is untrue to use the word "deficit"
because his tightening of the
budget in his final months was
aimed at averting a deficit and
none resulted.

"The big Nyland on
Mon

You are
Cordially
Invited
to set the
town's most
Complete
DIAMOND
display

searches and unjustified charges
of driving while intoxicated.
Their letter also requested that
the UTM administration act as a
go-between for the students to
help correct a situation which
they described as becoming 1ntolerable.
Meetings involving city officials, university administrators
and student body representatives
were held shortly after the letter
was published.
Dr. Jack Mays, UTM vice
chancellor of development, said
the administration had not been
aware of any concern over the
matter and promised to support!
the students, but added that'
valid proof of student abuses by
tnhieshepolice force must be furPercival today said that there
had been leb: student "harassment" by the police since the
meetings. _
If you hear someone referring
to a •boof bottle, he's probably
about the 1860 E.G. Booz
ta
cabin bottle that is
a collector's
item. This bottle
and others can be
viewed at the
Harold Warp P ioneer Village at
•
Minden Nebraska.
•

Store T.
Western Auto
,
Lake Street" MI

"Gov. Breathitt is technically
correct if he says there would
have been no deficit by the end
of the previous biennium, Nunn
said, "because he knows Kentucky law demands that the
state show a balanced budget
at the end of each biennium.
"The drastic cutback in funds,
services and programs which
Gov. Breathitt ordered after the
November election would have
brought us near a balanced
budget, but even this austerity
program was too little and too
late, according to the revenue
and budget experts

Twist of
fashion
elegance.
Fine diamond

ANDREWS
JEWELRY STORE
Commercial Ave.

Fulton
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LB Sall
99c Size
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Maple

$18.88 ADMIRAL COLOR TV $470.00 W/T

og. 91.9i

Boston
ROCKER
Boston RockComfortable full-size
finishes—Choose
ers in choice
from many Styles.

T

Others up to

Parfosznii

$44"

Colonial
Dinette
Furniture

BUNK BEDS Complete
Makes into two full
twin size Beds or
Use as Bunks—
Mellow Manic finish.

horn
en
4

Charming NI.ple Ihrheite furnittir• mad.
far rugged itsr—aie hsni eo• oit. ling -•mnnth. lustrous finish. Plastic 'I oop
'Ishles.

Pay $7 fAeethly

Side Chair
Round'Fable

GUN
CABINETS

China Cabinet
Buffet & Hutch

Maple Finish

CABINET

Cart

with sliding

Not Nhoan:

GLASS DOOR

V Shirts
ES to $6

iACH

A 65" height cage-28" width space
for6 guns twill hold 52" gun). Early
American styling of selected hardwoods, in a warm brown maple finish, with lock on sliding glass doors,
large ammunition drawer & antique
pull

Sale Price

$79.95
Soo our line Selection
Sole Priced

ULLMAN

Captain Chair
Roxbury Chair

3 Position

Vynal Recliners

$49.95

$13.50
$56.50
$165.00
$135.00
$64.00
$19.00
$15.50
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CilleCOML.
Magnavox COLOR TV
instantly fine-tunes itself
AUTOMATICALLY...brings
you PERFECT Pictures
that stay precise!

Enjoy today's biggest color picture in magnificent furniture—with this truly elegant Aegean Classic
model 7000. Its beautiful cabinet will enhance the decor of your home for many years to come, and its advanced
Color TV features described at right will bring you the most enjoyable viewing you've ever experienced. Gliding
Tambour Doors conceal the huge 295 sq in. screen when not in use. Four high-fidelity
speakers provide fabulous program realism. Also available in Mediterranean, Contemporary, French Provincial, and Early American authentic styles.

698'

Old World
Mediterranean
... Automatic Color model
6976 with superb two speaker sound system.
Concealed swivel casters.
Also in beautiful Early
American, French Provincial, and Danish Modern
styles. Your choice .

This most important advance in Color TV—Instant
Automatic Color—was first perfected and introduced.
by Magnavox in 1964! You enjoy a perfectly-tuned picture
that automatically stays precise on every channel—every
time! No other Color TV today offers you so many significant advantages: Brilliant Color for more natiiral pictures. Chromatone gives far more vivid color; vner
black and white. Quick-On pictures flash-on four times
faster. And, with Magnavox high fidelity sound, you'll
experience unequaled program realism. You will also
have the lasting satisfaction of knowing you own the
finest, most reliable Color TV made. Choose from over 40
magnificent furniture styles and beautiful finishes.

Drama
Radio- f
permit <
controli
availabl

Graceful
Frencb Provincial
... Automatic Color model
6958, with all the fine performance features detailed
above, is also available in
Italian Provincial, Early
American, and Contemporary fine furniture styling. Your choice . .

598'

$650
Thrill to the BIGGEST PICTURES in Color TV
295 sq. in. screen
411

Space-Saving
Colonial
...Automatic Color model
6904 with all the advanced
features above, is also
available in beautiful Contemporary and Mediterranean fine furniture styles.
Your choice . .

Convenient
Big-Picture Mobile
. .. enjoy it on table or
shelves, roll it from room
to room on optional cart!
Model 6800 has huge 295
sq. in. screen plus many
more Magnavox quality
features. A real value I

$5695°

$479"

See and hear a magnificent Magnavox at any of the fine stores below
Come in
a colorful copy of our free
Christmas Gift Suggestion brochure.

SUPERB 15'• COLOR PORTABLE
Big Set Performance and Reliability-117
sq. in. screen is 15 sq. in. larger than most other
color portables. Model 6000, with telescoping
dipole antenna, plus many other quality features.
Ideal for shelves, tables or on optional mobile cart
•diatonet measure screen
—the perfect second set.

NICVSAICAVAIVAICA.VC

Compact, Solid-State STEREO—outperforms
many higher-priced consoles. 4-Speakers, 20-Watts
undistorted music power. Detachable legs and base
rail permit use on tables, shelves, in bookcases! Your
choice of four styles—French Provincial model 3002,
shown, Colonial, Mediterranean or Contemporary.
All styles also with Stereo FM /AM Radio, $198.50

AVAIrAW

Solid-State Custom STEREO System—letsyou
enjoy both the "look" and the sound of excellence.
One of many Magnavox systems, model 2501 has
10-Watts undistorted music power; lets records
last a lifetime. 9" and 3W'speaker in each cabinet.
Dust cover for precision player included. Ideal on
shelves or bookcases in any room.

Solid-State STEREO Portable—lets records
last a lifetime; brings you a vast improvement in
the re-creation of music. You must hear it to
appreciate it. Model 244, in easy-to-carry fine
luggage-like case, is just one of many highly
reliable Magnavox solid-state stereo fine- perfofm
ing portables that are priced from only $69.80

v,

•ir

Fulton, Ky.

the magnificent GIFT

Dramatically long, low and beautiful fine Contemporary furniture I Astro-Sonic Stereo FM /AM
Radio-Phonograph model 3811 has 50-Watts undistorted music power plus features at right. Concealed casters
permit easy moving. Gliding top panels—on all models—give most convenient access to record player and all
controls—without disturbing your decorative accessories. Record storage area. Also
available in Italian Provincial, Early American and Mediterranean styles.

'
49850

irfom-

169.90

An Astro-Sonic brings you the full beauty of music—
with unequaled tonal dimensions and fidelity—from
records, exciting Stereo FM, drift-free and noise-free
Monaural FM, powerful AM Radio or optional Tape
Recorder. This superb performance is maintainti with
lasting reliability because advanced Solid-State Circuitry replaces tubes, eliminates damaging heat. The
Micromatic Player with Diamond Stylus—eliminates pitch
distortion, banishes record and stylus wear so your records
can last a lifetime. Other exclusive features such as two
High-Efficiency 15" Bass Woofers plus two 1000 cycle
Exponential Treble Horns (with the equivalent acoustical
efficiency of 20 treble cone speakers)—provide remarkable tonal purity and realism. Choose from over 40 beautiful and authentic fine furniture styles.

Charming
Early American
... Astro-Sonic Stereo FM /
AM Radio -Phonograph
model 3712 with 30-Watts
undistorted music power,
large record storage space,
concealed swivel casters and
all the fine features above.
Also in Mediterranean and
French Provincial authentic
styles. Your choice . .

Old-World
Mediterranean Credenza
.. Astro-Sonic Stereo FM /
AM Radio -Phonograph
model 3717 with: 30-Watts
undistorted music power output, two High-Efficiency 12"
Bass Woofers plus other features above. Concealed swivel
casters. Also available in
Aegean Classic and Early
American styles.

398'

398'

A style for every setting...a model for every budget!
r.

Space-Saving
Mediterranean
. . Astro-Sonic Stereo FM!
AM Radio-Phonograph
model 3613 is only 39%'long
and has 20-Watts undistorted
music power, two High-Efficiency 12' Bass Woofers,
swivel casters and other features above. Also in Colonial,
Contemporary, and Far
Eastern Contemporary styling.

Beautiful
Contemporary Styling
... Astro-Sonic Stereo FM /
AM Radio -Phonograph
model 3621 has 30-Watts
undistorted music power, two
High -Efficiency 12" Bass
Woofers, record storage area,
plus advanced features
detailed above. Also in Early
American, Mediterranean,
and Italian Provincial styles.

298'

'349"

Select from over 200 beautiful and exciting CHRISTMAS GIFT VALUES!

_ _ -_-,

• -t.A,,...-c0E-n
vitiitagla—Z.—. ....,_--7.----:---•-,71--_-i '-'="--

i,T

... allpricedfar below what you'd expect to pay; because Magnavox is sold directly to only afewfine stores,
saving you "middleman" costs. And,remember,every Magnavox dealer is dedicated to serving you better!

Solid-State
CASSETTE
TAPE
RECORDER

$5990

"2995

'7999
Ideal PERSONAL TV—wonderful to give, more
wonderful to own I Model 5004 with: 38 sq. in.
screen, telescoping antenna, convenient carrying
handle plus Automatic Picture and Sound Stabilizers (Keyed AGC) for clearest, sharpest pictures
--even from distant or "difficult" channels. So
low priced—it's the perfect gift I

Battery-powered. plays anywhere! Easy-tocarry two-track Monaural model 108 uses snap-in,
reusable cartridge (included with battery and
carrying case), You never touch the tape! It's
the perfect gift for anyone—ideal for work or play.
Complete with microphone and earphone. Other
solid state tape recorders from $34.90

Solid-State FM /AM Table Radios—bring you
rich, noise-free and drift-free FM music plus
sparkling AM performance; with all the finer tone
quality and lasting reliability you'd expect and
g_et from a Magnavox radio. Model FM-15 is one
of a wide variety of decorative models available
—that will add a touch of beauty to any room.

Page 7
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Magnavox ASTRO-SONIC
STEREO surpasses all
other achievements in the
re-creation of sound!

?low

ecorthik
tent in.
I it to
ry fine
1ighly-
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$995
Solid-State Pocket Radio—brings you amazing
room -filling sound. Lets you take the pleasure of
crystal-clear AM listening wherever you go. Model
1001, only 4" H, with easy-to-read Slide Rule
Dial, private-listening earphone, battery, and wrist
strap, is just one of many finest quality Magnavox
radios. FM /AM portables from $19.96

141111111167
'

Fulton, Ky.
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Tornado Snaps Falcon Streak—
,

Tilghtnan Roars
From Behind To
Upend Hickman

South Fulton lost two high
school basketball games to invading Martin Friday eight, as
lady Red Devils tasting their

By GLENN COCHRUM, Sun-Democrat Staff Writer
Saving their best for last, the Tilghman Blue Tornado overunbeaten
came a 13-point deficit and swept past the previously
first win
Hickman County Falcons 66-56 Saturday, to post their
of the season. Hickman County is now 8-1.
._
The Tornado looked very imTornado then battled back
The
pressive dunng the last 9:30 of
to trim the Falcon's half time
the game as they battled back
lead to 30-28.
against the tough Hickman CounWhile Hickman County racked
ty team.
up five straight baskets in the
Ronnie Rose, 5-11 senior guard,
third period. Tilghman hit
led the Big Blue with 41 points
another dry spell and did not
before fouling out of the contest
register until 4:52 of the quarter,
with 139 remaining. Ronnie
with Hickman leading 42-30. The
Lee, 6-1 senior forward and
Falcon's longest spread came
Terry Garrett, 6-1 junior guard
at 1:11 of the third period when
each netted 13 points. Tom
Barkley sank a fielder to make
forDickey, 6-2 reserve senior
the score 48-35.
10.
ward, contributed
At that point, Tilghman went
Alan Barclay, 6-2 senior for, into a full court press and cut
ward led the Falcons with 16
the score to 48-40 after three pe.points. James Crume, 6-9 senior
riods.
guard tallied 13, Ronnie MulTilghman's pressing t ac tics
lins, 6-0 senior forward scored
continued to pay off as Hickman
Terry
11 and reserve forward
County scored only one field
Fuller, a 6-0 junior, added 10.
goal in the first five minutes of
The teams swapped baskets
the fourth period.
during the early portion of the
Tilghman, meanwhile, whittled
game before the Falcons moved
the lead scoring on numeroUs
to a 16-10 first period lead.
Falcon floor errors. A tip-in by
Tilghman struck a scoring
Stan Hall, 6-6 junior center,
a
register
drought and did not
pushed the Tornado ahead, 51-50
field goal from 1:38 of the first
at 448.
second
the
of
628
period until
)ickman County's next field
quarter.
/goal, a 10-footer by Barclay,
came at 2:57, but by that time
Tilghman's lead was $9-53. The
76
County
Hickman
Falcons could get no closer to
the Tornado.
Ballard Memorial 50
Tilghman head coach Berny
CLINTON. Ky. — Five playMiller said he was pleased
ers scored in double figures for
"with about the last 10 minutes
Hickman County here Friday
of the game."
night as the Falcons rolled to a
The Tilghman "B" team made
76-50 win over the Ballard Memit a sweep, scoring a 56-38 win
orial 'Bombers to extend then
over the Falcon B team.
unbeaten skein to eight games
. 10 25 40-55
rlIghman
. 15 30 48-55
illelarmut
Ronnie Mullins was high-point
TILGHMAN GOD Co.. 21, Garrett 13.
man for the Falcons of coach
..ee 13, Hall S. Jacluon 1. Dicker 10,
I.
White
Jim Voight with 17 points folHICKMAN COUNTY (50) Barclay 14.
7rume 19. Muni= 11, Jordan 1, Rates
lowed closely by James Crunfe
run., is. Ivy 5. Ward 0.
9,
who collected 16 *markers. Allen
Barclay scored 14 points, Terry
Fuller 12 and Fay Jordan 11 to
round out the top five scorers
for Hickman County.
Doug Garrett and John Fulford led the Ballard Memorial
anti* with 18 and 12 points,
oars, gis
resposavely.

Rives, SF
Divide Pair

. iss 7W
Hickman County
Ballard Memorial
— Berela3
HICKMAN COUNTY
14. Ward 2. Mullins 17, Fuller 12. Jor
chin 11. Crum. I. fetes 2.
BALLARD 1WIORIAL (l0).--Garrell
is. Draper 2. Yates 7, lulford 12.
All.,, 5, Toombs 2. Cards 4.

Fulton County 83
Farmington 63
HICKMAN, Ky.—Fulton County hit 50 per cent from 'se field
and dominated the boards en
route to a convincing 133-63 win
over visiting Farmington here
Friday night.
The Pilots raced to a
first-period advantage and were
never heade4. Fulton County
led in rebounds 38-29.
Bobby Chtisp led the winners
with 20, followed by Cubb Stokes
with 19, Robert Nails with 16
and Tommy Helper with 14.
Gary Barnes of Farmington
led all scorers with 23.

22-15

NI 40 00 53
Fulton County
. 15 33 50 13
Farmington
jIlLTON COUNTY 0133—Nalls
stokes IA Cries MX Nagier 14. noddle
5, Campbell 5.
FARMINGTON GOD—Beraim WA Harrison 5. Sanderson 7, Dolt a, 11.1mmt
10. Adams I.

q0h gomeone cltko

alas evehgtiiitt
Practically everyone has someone on his Christmas shopping

list who has everything, and each
year buying a gift for that someone gets a little bit harder. If that
someone happens to be a member
of the fair sex, here's a brand new,
one-of-a-kind gift suggestion. Saunda, Inc., originators of the famed
beauty mist machine, hes introduced the "Saunda Vanity Mirror,"
which is 3-way (two side mirrors
and a center mirror that swivels

F UL I ON

Invading South Fulton split a
pair of junior varsity basketball games with Rives Thursday
night, the Rives girls copping a
54-42 win and the young Devils
of SF taking a 54-44 victory.
In girls action, Rives ran up
and
a 21-13 halftime mark
added more to their victory marperiods.
gin in the final two
23
scored
Prankie Forbus
and Melinda Thompson 15 for
the Rives squad. Gregory took
same scoring honors as the
SF miss tossed in 27.
In boys action, Rives got
behind early and could never
catch up. They were down by
eight, 14-6, at the end of the
first period and wound up being
beaten by 10 sai they made• close
one of it for the last three quarters.
25
John Seeders pitched up
Plants for Rives while Jackson
with LS and Winston with 13 led
the Red Devils.
The games evened both Rives
clubs' records at 2-2.
GIRLS
South Fulton (42)
Rives(54)
Whitlock 3
F— Thompson 15
Gregory 2'9
Patinas 23
Manton
F— Sweatt
Hurt
G—Crigger
Walker
G— Carney
Duncan
0— Brockett
Substibnies: Rives— Erwin
5, Little 4, Blakemore, MU,
Jones, Goodman, Crittendon.
South Fulton— Douglas 2, McKinney 2, Bloodworth.
BOYS
Sims (44)
South Fulton (54)

first defeat of the season,. 65.
40, and the Devils experiencing
a cold fourth period which sent
them down to a 68-42 detest.
lh• Whim from SF wars down
by only asingl• point, 11-10, at
the firlIriteartsr break and were
trilling by only four, 23-19, at
the midway point.
They were outscored by tour In
the third period and Martin carried an eight-point bulge, 38-30,

Santa Claus Land OPEN
In Down Town Hickman

Into the final seven minutes of
action.
Julie Bard pumped in 23 points
for the SF team while McMinn
had 25 and Wright 23 tor the Lady

much the same as the Devils
fought almost even for a half,
trailed slightly at the end of
three and then hit a cold streak
that spelled defeat.
They were down 14-19 at the
end of the first, behind 26-29
at the midway mark and had
slipped to seven-point deficit,4235, as the final period started.
They could net only seven more
during the last canto while the
Panthers were dumping in 26 to
widen their margin.
Johnny Wilson with 16 and Ralph
Jackson with 10 led the Devil attack while Martin's Steve Rogers
had 26 for game high honors.
The SF girls now stand at 2-1
for the year while the boys are
snorting a 1-3 mark.

BOYS
South Fulton (42)
Martin (68)
R. Jackson 10
F—Carner 14
F—Rogers 26
McGuire 2
C—D. Walker 19
Jetton 9
G—Ellis
Wilson 16
0-13. Walker 7 Cummings 4
Substitutes: Martin—Magness,
Tyner, Copeland, Courtwright,
Buckley 8, Freeman. South Fulton—Burke, Bard 1, Moss,Oliver,

SANTA!

SANTA!

ALL LETTERS

ANSWERED

UP TO DEC. 21

FREE

Santa Claus Land
OPEN

4.- \CANDY
11, s,
&
----///
t GUM
.

Santa Claus Land
OPEN
Dec. 20, FRI.,
Dec. 21, SAT.,

2 - 5 p.m.
10 to 12 Noon
2 - 5 p.m.

Dec. 14. SAT., 10 a.m. - 12 Noon
and Z - 5 p.m.

2 - 5 p.m.

SHOP all HICKMAN stores for Outstanding CHRISTMAS
Gifts & Values - free Gift Wrapping! free Parking!

Phelps, D. Jackson, Greer.

1G
REFRESHMENT
VALUE
FOR CHRISTMAS
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Poor..

Land near the White Rouse
and Me Treasury Department
was used as a cattle pasture
jut a ads ewer a Wadred
rwril 990.

Admitted —Unless Accompanied brParent!

CUNT

ala
Me/

III
GIVES NEW YORK
24 HOURS...TO GET
OUT OF TOWN I

CLInT EaSTWOOD
.."COOGarl'S BLUff"

GRAI
class
not
cripp
his,
ciats
Dort

Dec. 23, MON., 10 to 12 Noon
2 - 5 p.m.
Dec. 24, TUES., 10 to 12 Noon

Dec. 13, FRI., 2 - 5 p.m.

C.— Burrow 6
Substabeeest South Fulton—
Ross 5, Brown 2, Cunningham

9, Nose. Rives—

Letters to

taken with

Cruce 6
Sanders 25
Phillips 1
King 2

C— Wiley 19
G— Elliott

A

Mail

Your Picture

GIRLS

Cannon, Coleman.

FREE

FREE

Panthers.
In boys' play, the story was

South Fulton (40)
Martin (55)
Bard 23
F—McMinn 25
Better 9
F—White 4
F—Wright 23
Henderson 6
G.-Templeton
Suitor
G-.Laws
Hardy
0—Beeler
Bagwell
Substitutes! Martin—Fuqua 3,
Chandler, Bradberry, Scat's,
Wash, Risback, Scott. South Ful2911-41".12 2, G2,14rtes4134An4.•
Cranford, Archer,
Hutchins,

Pa per

p
S orting Suggestions Score with Him

Medley 8

F— Winston
F— Jackson 18

7- BIG DAYS STABTIN
THtTRSDAY1 (Il) Under le Not

IN COLC3011•A

Martin Whips
South Fulton

lidelui

KING SIZE COKE
FULTON COCA-COLA
BOTTLING CO. INC.
FULTON, KY.

You'll also like our Orange, Grape,
Strawberry, Spriael

Fresca.

rj

Everett Is LMUCA President

'Sock it to Me'

Thursday, December 12, 1968

Fulton, Ky.

their clay pots wrapped tightly in tinfoil for decorative
purposes. but they'll last
longer and stay healthier,
with the foil loosened or removed.

Flowers Bloom
With Festivity,
In Yule Mood

the LMVECA. His Eighth Dis- Tom Stewart in West Tennessee.
NEW ORLEANS, La.,
the Mississipp He also served for several years
Tennessee Congressman Robert trict borders
as secretary of the Tennessee
River.
ill
A. (Fats) Everett, gravely
Association.
Everett has completed his fifth County Semices
of Murray State,
only two months ago, Friday aftwo-year term in Congress and A graduate
ternoon accepted the presidency has been reelected without op- Rep. Everett has been called
of Murray
of the big Lower Mississippi position. He went to the hospital the "No. 1 Alumnus
State."
Valley Flood Control Association. in Washington late In the last
(Other delegates to the conCongress.
The gavel of the association, session of the 90th
vention from the Paducah area
which promotes all kinds of Later he transferred to Vet- include Rep. Fr a nk Albert
flood control and other improve- erans Hospital In Nashville, and Stubblefield of Murray, First
ment measures for the Mipielip- has been taking treatment there District of Kentucky, and Rep.
pi Valley, was turned ter to ever since. Rep. Everett return- Kenneth Gray of West FrankRep. Everett in a ceremony at ed to his Union City office this fort, III., 21st District of Illinois.)
the association's annual meet- week.
He must continue to take treating here.
Long Island parks in New
Everett had been vice pres-- ments indefinitely.
Before going to Congress, Rep. York state had more than 19 mildent of the organization.
year.
Everett long has been actiso. in Everett was aide to the late Sen. lion visitors in the last
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Colorful, flowering plants
add their own festive touches to the Christmas season
Many specially-produced
blooms are available from
florists and garden stores at
this time of the year.
First there's the traditional
Christmas favorite—the majestic poinsettia. It's available in red, white and pink,
and its cost is usually determined by the number of
blooms on each plant.
Poinsettias usually have

MSU Instructor Will

Hold 1-Man Art Show
41014P

GRAPPLING? Tracy Greenwood, 5, Velma, Okla., seems to take a
classic wrestling position, but physical therapist Rebecca Faxon is
not playing games. The 1969 National March of Dimes Boy,
crippled at birth uy an open spine, undergoes treatment to develop
his muscles at March of Dimes.fina.med Birth Defects Center associated with University of Oklahoma, Oklahoma City. You can supoort the voluntary health organization by giving in January.

tnd
More Than Meets the Eye

For Your Christmas Cheer,
and Holiday Needs
Visit The

MURRAY, Ky. — Robert art education at MacMurray
Head, Murray State art instruct-,College. Jacksonville. Fla., and
Kent
or, will have a one-man show of the M.F.A. degree at
'paintings and drawings at the!State University with a major
in
Parthenon Gallery in Nashvillein painting and a minor
.printmaking.
during December.
An instructor in drawing, de-. Besides painting and drawing,
sign and painting, Head joiriedhis other areas of work are
the Murray State faculty in 1965iprintmaking, glass blowing and
He has participated in morelMexican art history.
than 30 shows and exhibitions,' He is a member of the College
including four other one-man'Art Assnciation, the Kentucky
shows, and has won several'Art Education Association, the
honors, awards, and prizes.
Kentucky Education AssociaA native of Springfield, iii.,Ition, the Louisville Art Center,
he earned the B.A. degree inland the Museum of Modern Art.

KEG
•
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WE REFUSE TO PUT DISCOUNT
IN OUR NAME...BUT IT'S
ICERADIO
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H6WIE MOVIE OUTFIT!

tr,
f

FULTON BANK
IS NOW PAYING

5%
ON

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

6 Months Or 12 Months
$500 MINIMUM

1

I

FULTON BANK
The Big Friendly Bank

olli Street
,ns

Fulton, Kentuck3

'

TRANSISTOR

$99.95 KODAK

ii

$19.95
INSTAMATIC
124

gig qg

0./.60.1.1410#4'

sound to her twin brother,
Patty Bruce, 6, Pontiac, Mich., sounds
spine and can't walk
Michael. But, she was born with an open
but he was born with
so well. Michael has no problem walking,
evaluation and treatment by
heart defects. Both receive regular
March of Dimes-financed
Dr. Donita B. Sullivan, shown here at the
Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Birth Defects Center at the University of

15

" '''''''''11111011•

COLOR
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YOU ALWAYS SAVE AT CONNER'S

110 INCLUDES:
JIiIsøas 8/81 *or 8 Movie Careers
with automatic electric eye for perfectly exposed movies!

.388 Deal 8 Movie Projector
Aitecoohiloo
with automatic threading! Shows both Super 8 and Regular 8
movies!
with ProcesPLUS:Anscochrom0IL Super 8 Color Movie FilmScreen
0 GAF
sing 0 Twin Lamp Movie Light 030 x 40 Table
Photo Fun Book

ASK US FOR A DEMONSTRATION!

griF SUPER EIGHT
MOVIE CAMERA
ONE
YEAR
GUARANTEE

21.95

*

WITH PISTOL GRIP

POLAROID
WE HAVE THEM IN STOCK AND
AT THESE LOW PRICES

SWINGER M95 $13.95
WE SELL
KODAK
BigSWINGERIT95$18.89
GAF
. 210 ,R4,55 $41.95
gaF
BELL & HOWELL MOD
COLOR 8. B&W
95 ARGUS
BANKMAERICARD -FREE GIFT WRAP
IMPOSSIBLE
LARGE
POLAROID
ON
SELECTI
BOXED
KEYSTONE
NOT AT CONNER'S
WESTINGHOUSE CHRISTMAS 9g%
M-12
AK
KOD
Gilgagto
OFF
REG. $34.50
4
it.
4SifiAiiiiIC
A SLIDE
PROJECTOR FOR

$49

Abscometic 660

mows? 1 95

• S
OUTFIU TALWAYS SAVE AT CONNER'

CARDS

SAWYER etc

PROD T

$ PHOTO

rilli;iTARECORDER

$10.95

A.1111111111111=11111/11k

sat. Union City.
Tenn, Also stores in Paris,
. Tenn.and The Camera Department in Liberty Super Market
In Martin.Tenn.
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Fulton. Ky.
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Unclaimed
by Laurence M. Murals, M.D.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

HOW TO OUTWIT YOUR HOSTESS
So it's Holiday time. And time
One friend of mine suggests
to outwit your hostess.
that if your hostess-to-be is grossWhat's that you say? Outwit ly overweight you should try to
your hostess? Sounds lacking in find a way to gracefully not acmanners, for sure. But I have in ' cept the invitation for dinner.
mind your protecting yourself That seems drastic. But it's probwhen it comes to all those good- ably true that you will be exies that Holiday parties offer to pected to eat more at such a dinthicken your waistline. That's ner. Is the moral here that you
the kind of outwitting of your should choose your friends among
hostess that this column will ex- more slender people? Since that's
plore.
not a matter of nutrition, I won't
If the approach seems negative, advise. It's for you to decide.
think of the pounds you won't
Watch Alcohol Calories
have to take off next month if
At cocktail parties, and with
you watch what you eat now. That' respect to before-dinner
drinks,
will make you feel positive.
you should nurse your drink.
Your hostess doesn't mean it, Nothing adds calories like alcohol.
of course. Her aim is to entertain Hold it down. This is really one of
you royally. But do you need all the easiest ways to gracefully be
those calories?
at a party yet not join in the kind
of activity that will exuberantly
[taffeta Help
Buffets are a natural for out- add calories that you'll later regret. I'm not talking about eliminwitting your hostess since you do ating
the joys of a good wine at
your own serving. Many hostesses dinner. We're talking instead
nowadays serve buffet for just about those excess drinks you
that reason — to allow their don't need to enjoy yourself.
guests to have as much or as little Could be you'd even find a cocktail party more interesting.
as they wish.
But what do you do when
Move Around
seated at the dinner table and
One way to do this is to visit
it's groaning with things that are with more people than usual.
endlessly tempting? This is where Don't get trapped in a corner with
discipline become paramount.
the same bunch. Move around
You can avoid rich gravies, all more. If you do this on purpose,
gravies, in fact. You can cut the you can also avoid taking so many
fat off your meat. If a platter is of those delicious hors d' ouvres.
passed, you can attempt to serve You won't offend your hostess if
yourself leaner cuts. Avoid ex- you simply aren't there when she
cessive servings of bread or rolls. offers a fresh new tray full. But
And all second helpings. Easy on If you are caught and the tray is
the fats. Easy on salad dressings there, tempting, in front of you,
and oils. Somehow try to avoid there's one last trick you can use
large pieces of cake or pie for in self-defense. Take the hors
dessert. Leave some of any des- d' ouvres tray from your hostess
sert at your place. Don't use too and offer to help her serve. She'll
much sugar in your coffee.
love you and you're home free.

*,„, ROLM
Christmas is the season for students on campuses around
being at home, enjoying family, the country? At Monmouth,
friends and neighbors. And at they are invited to share the
Christmas, the 1,400 students of holidays with a.fellow student's
Monmouth College, Monmouth, family. This year, why not invite
Ill , join the exodus and head for a foreign student
to spend the
home to enjoy their holiday holidays with you and share
season But what of the foreign your happiness
at Christmas.

SE

t of "TIP d

Assets worth billions of dollars,
unclaimed by their rightful owners.
are being gobbled up instead by assorted government agencies. The
process. known as -escheat.- is
gathering speed as officials become
more keenly aware of this treasure
trove within their reach. 4'
How does it work' The keystone
is the ancient legal doctrine that
property, if left unclaimed too long.
passes over to the government. As
one court explained:
-When property has ceased to
have MA owner, it should be held
for the benefit of the community.'
This wealth accumulates in many.
forms: forgotten bank accounts.
dividends on mislaid stocks, utility
deposits that are never picked up,
insurance proceeds that are never
collected, legacies for missing heirs.
In recent years the anileunt of
such unclaimed wealth has risen

Hid*
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4
Slue

3-PI
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5-Pit

Special Purchase!.

Odd
Bed
Lim
yam
floor,
Como
have

For warm loving gifts ...

.•:

MEN'S $7.99 &$9.95

•

"Falb

SWEATERS

*5.80

into billion-dollar figures. And an
estimated one billion more is piling
up every year.
As a result, all states have enacted escheat laws which, in vary.
ing degree, hasten a takeover by
the government. Sometimes property is seized outright. Sometimes
it is merely taken into protective
custody, subject to being reclaimed
by the owner if he turns up.
In any event, once the state has
taken possession of an else, getting it back is not easy. A claimant
must bring himself strictly within
the statutory requirements. Take
this case:
After a man died, his family discovered that for many years he had
failed to collect dividends on a
certain stock. By the time of this
discovery, the accumulated dividends had already been taken over
by the state.
The family duly filed a claim for
the money, but in vain. Under the
local statute, a refund could be
made only to the original owner
of the stock—not to his heirs.
The best way to protect your
assets from escheat is to be an
"active" owner. That means keeping close tab on investments, cashing checks promptly, giving notice
of changes of address

Wonderful collection ... button-front cardigans or pullovers; with v-necks, turtlenecks or mockturtles. Bulky
knits, regular knits, alpaca stitches, cable stitches, plaid
fabric fronts . . . of shetland wools; lambs wool; orlon
acrylic; brushed blends of Kodel polyester, wool and mohair .. . perfectly beautiful colors. Sizes small, medium,
large, extra large.

Hurry In for first pick. These are
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There's just something
extra exciting about
Christmas when the
gift bears the
Jeanne Elliott label!
Jeanne Elliott stores
in Martin and Mayfield
have everything, just
everything to suit her
taste ... dresses. MAL
lingers, costume jewelry,
sportswear, evening gowns,
accessories to fit every
garment for every occasion.
Santa says to put Jeanne
Elliott's on your "MUST"
list for Christmas Shopping.
Your gift-giving problems
end at both stores—in Martin
and Mayfield.
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at Sheinberg's!

Martin, Tenn. and Mayfield. Kentucky
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FOR SALE: One stereophoniv
'lament system. Includes GarArd turntable. Arvin amplifier and
wo Voice of Music speaker enlosures, two 9-inch and two 4-inch
peakers. Retail Value $250; it's
toil as new and will sell for $150.
or further information call after
• p. m. phone 472-2728.

SED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
$45.00
Hide-a-bed
Apartment-size electric
$25.00
range
Hotpoint refrigerator, good $30
Chrome dinette, formica top,
4 chairs
$20
Chrome dinette, formica top,
4 chairs
Small 20,000 BTU sat space
heater
$20
$25
3-Piece bedroom suite
5-piece modern dinette, formica
$35.00
top
5-Piece mahogany finish
$35.00
dinette
from $5.00
Odd Divans
each
$5
springs,
Bed
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.10 yard.
Come in and browse around; w•
have lots of bargains not adver•
Need!

•••

WADE'S USED
Furniture Store
Fulton
Phone 472-3421

Clerks! Office Workers! SalesOrbit Typists"! Factory Workers!
Getting Nowhere? Want to escape
from a dull "blind alley" job? You
can---easily and quickly-when you
learn SPEEDWATTING (ABC shorthand) taught exclusively in this
area at BBL Individual instruction.
Day or Tues. and Thurs. night
classes. BRUCE BUSINESS INSTITUTE. 308 Poplar, Martin. Telephone 587-4911.

CLEAN USED
FURNITURE, ETC.
Gas heaters, 70,000 BTU $84.50
Gas cooking stoves
$49.50
$42.50
Electric range
Electric refrigerator
$44.50
$49.50
Bedroom suite
$18.50
Chifferobe
$14.50
Odd Chest
$14.50
Odd Vanity
$45.50
Coal heater
$64.50
New coal heater, 75-lb.
New coal heater, 100-lb. $69.50
$179.50
New gas heaters
New wood & coal heaters $169.50

Fulton, Ky.

Where
the Sports
are!

*PLEASE
GIVE The Gift
That Is New
Times
A Year !!!

DrIon
mo-

Ilum,

s are

COMMERCIAL AV,

Unusually nice 3-bedroom house
2-bedroom house on large
in kligklands. Also five extra loca,ed in Country SikilLyriced to
this
Will
adjoining
property.
49 IOW
l all or part.

t

*louse located on Pearl Street.
A good house and 4 acres of
s been remodeled and is in good
ground located on a black-topped
tape.
road 3 miles north of Fulton on the
ltrA nice large house in good repair Kentucky side. House has been reth 5 acres of ground in Dukedom, modeled.
nn., on Kentucky side.

V CUMBERLAND

4e(
A perfect Christmas gift
a subscription

at Corbin

Deakr

rhone 479-2271

GENERAL BUTLER

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Lucia's Tourist Court near the
property is being offered for sale
• business, we have some good
Y on Highway 51. This piece of
s in thriving businesses.
really worth the money.

FAR MS
124 acres of excellent land. Located one mile east of Dukedom on
Tennessee side. Priced to sell.
235 acres of hill and bottom land.
Good farm located three miles east
of Austin Springs, Tennessee. Very
reasonable price.
52 acres of good land, unimprov2
/
ed. Located approximately 11
miles north of Fulton-Dukedom
Highway near Pilot Oak, Kentucky.
Priced to sell.

140 acres of good land, located 2
acres of good-level land with miles south of South Fulton, Tenimprovements. Located about nessee, on a black-topped road,
miles north of Fulton-Dukedom Priced to sell.
hway in Kentucky.
10 acres of excellent land, beautiful building site. Located near
acre of land in Cayce, Ky. with Pt,
rce Station. City water coming
apop building on it. Price is right. by property.
scree of very good land. Un85 acres of good land with fair
veil, but land is excellent. Has
improvements. Reasonably priced.
ek-topped road on two sides. LoLocated one mile south of Dukedom
c d in Tennessee.
on Latham-Dukedom Highway.
with
land
18 acres of extra good
47 acres - a very nice farm, 3
a: ce house, modern conveniences,
bedroom brick house with all
Edlid tenant house, 2 barns. Locatmodern
conveniences. Located on
ekapproximately 2 miles off blackblack-topped Section Line Road,
14.Ped road on a good gravel road. north of Liberty Church.
Soltth of Fulton.
55 acres of hill land about 2 miles
:112 acres of good farm land
east of Dukedom on Kentucky side.
loeated on blacktopped road near Owner says
sell. What will you
RUtbville, Tenn.
give?
Ill acres of extra good hill land
7 acres of land on Martin Highwigi new large brick house, GradeA :dairy barn - one of the best. way about one mile south of South
Fulton. A good place to build.
TlOs is one of the best farms offeredfor sale in this trade area. Loc*Iti southeast of Walnut Grove WE ALSO HAVE LONG-TERM
FARM LOANS AVAILABLE.
Chnrch In Tennessee.

V NATURAL BRIDGE

JENNY WILEY

at Strada

rg

at Prost

CARTER CAVES
at olive Hill

SPECIAL PACKAGE RATES

$44.00 Per Person

(double occupancy)

(plus tat)
502-223-2316
Call Central R•s•rvatIons, Frankfort •
or Soo your local travel agent.
Frankfort, Ky. 40605
For a brochure, write TRAVEL, POR-FW,

6.4 1,11/
472 1600
10,01/#atf_
)

Adliress

PLACE YOUR
ORDER NOW!

Zip

State

City
Name
Gift Card to read

o

0

New Subscription

k°1
'
ove
ec Atre
Cols'

Renewal

Name

For the
sure touch
of a decorator...

Smart

Zip

State

City

TREES

From N ailling Lumber And
Ready Mix Concrete Company

Address

IN UNION CITY
Gift Card to read

u..6.47n4Ati.4%,-Gorkoun,

0

0 New Subscription

A TRADITION IN THIS AREA

Renewal

Poly-Flow Odorless Yiall Flit
new colork,tne
right colors are yours
to choose in Poly.
Flow odorless vinyl
flat. Smooth, easy
painting. Quick
drying. Washable.

EXCHANGE
FIIIIIIITURE CO.
472-t113

107 Commareial

* Scotch Pines let
.4k•

Special Christmas Gift Rates

*Canadian Balsams

(In Fulton, Hickman, Graves, Weakley and Obion
Counties)-(Add sales tax in Kentucky)
$2:00
One I-year subscription
$4.00
Anywhere else in the United States

• Choice of Any Color

Ai

plus White or Green

Your own subscription may be extended at these lower rates.
Offer expires December 23, 1968

NO1016101111111$1011.1011100161011.111610011.01610111010

f
1

COL. C. W. BURROW ard
ROY D. TAYLOR, Brokeis

at Jarnwatown

at Carrollton

Nice lot on 6th Street, Fulton, Kg

you are ieterestred in porches-

at

V LAKE CUMBERLAND

lodge
5 days and 4 nights in a luxurious
enterroom with two double beds, includingevening
Sunday
from
meals
all
and
tainment
week.
dinner through Thursday lunch. Every
October 13-Match 31.

An unusually nice building lot on
very nice building lot in South
Wells Avenue, 100' x 150'.
ton.

a
o

P011111AC AND
RAMBLER

KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE
,
FALLS '
011bartaviiii•

'NW

BUILDING LOTS

a
3
a
r

Your friendly

Planned
recreation programs
and special evening entertainment

FOR SALE

i.3Good

h

KING MOTOR CO., Inc.f

STATE RESORT PARKS

Unusually good house for the
:3shce large house in good condidin. Priced to sell. Located in East price. Located in Riceville. Has city
water.
alton.

acres of land, located ti mile
Is of Boaz Chapel Church on
ck-topped road. Has new brick
se, a large metal barn, 2-acre
e, some nice young fruit trees,
two good wells. The house has
rge bedrooms, a large kitchen
dinette, a nice den, large utility
m, 2 baths, electric heat, airditioned, and a 2-car garage.
s is an outstanding country place
priced to sell. Offered for sale
account of owner's health.

r--

472-1533

Very good house with all modern
conveniences. Recently remodeled.
SEE US FIRST!
Located on about 2 acres of land
east of Fulton near Kingston Store
Nice 3-bedroom house with den, on Tennessee side.
*;car carport. Located across the
Nice large older house located on
greet from Kentucky schools. Cenlial heat and air. Reasonably Fourth Street. Can be used for 3
*iced.
apartments.
.7:An extra good brick house with
2-apartment house in good condiglenty of room-5 bedrooms, nice
large living room, beautiful dining tion. Located on Sunset Drive. Reatitlom, 2 - car enclosed garage. Lo• sonable price.
4ated on Third Street, very close to
New 3-bedroom house with carlStsiness district
peting. Priced to sell. Located on
-.7:A house in Pearl Village, reason- West State Line, Tennessee side.
ribly priced. Good buy.

ice lot on Park Avenue, Fulton,

****************

Exchange Furn. Co.

HOUSES

plaid

You'll Save With NewsShopper Advertisers

KENTUCKY

CAL. C. W. BPREOW and ROY D. TAYLOR. Brokers

pull-

Page 11
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California leads the wa)- with
New York close behind - when
it comes to the wonderful world
of 'sports, says the National Sporting Goods Association.
According to a recent tally of
sporting goods sales in 19611. California and New York. along with
illinois. Pennsylvania. Ohio, Texas.
Nlichigark New Jersey. Massachusetts and Florida. accounted for
of the total United States
sports market!
The study also showed that
America's "top ten" sports activities are tin order): boating. Nesting. fishing. billiards. ke skaiing.
camping, hunting, golf. water skiing
and archers

ALL STOVES GUARANTEED
FOR 30 to 90 DAYS

REAL ESTI'

3ulky

Thursday, D6cember 12, 1968

ev-ofett

adile

Silov • 4f 't •
tr'

KirS Li uor Store
-CONVENIENT
LOCATION

LIQUOR, GIN,

-PLENTY OF
FREE PARKING

COLD BEER

RUM, WINE

By The Bottle

OUTSIDE SERVICE
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME!
PHONE 472-2831

LI

Or

Ri

By The Case

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY !FULTON, KY.

K. P. DALTON,SR.

K. P. DALTON, JR.

‘
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HAVE YOUR HANDSOME FRESH TREE SPRAYED OR
FLOCKED IN YOUR DECORATOR COLOR OR LEAVE IT IN
A RICH CHRISTMAS GREEN. ALL TREES ARE FIREPROOFED FOR SAFETY.
THIS YEAR NAILLING HAS THE LOVELIEST FULL
BRANCHED FRESH TREES THEY HAVE EVER OFFERED!
EACH TREE HAS BEEN CAREFULLY SELECTED BY WILL
AUSTIN NAILLING FOR ITS BEAUTY AND SHAPE,
SELECT YOUR FROM THISSUPERIOR GROUP. NAILLING
TREES ARE PLASTIC WRAPPED. SET IT UP AND BEHOLD IT'S CHRISTMAS WITH NO FUSS OR MUSS.

SEE THE NEW INSTANT
FIREPLACE
A fireplace for every room perfect for the home you own,
trailer homes or rented homes or apartments.
Buy them with or without hest from realistic electric logs.
Heater mantels, complete with logs, andirons, blower
thermostat control from $175,00 up installed.

Call
885-1261

auling Lnitsbor
& Ready-lifix
Concrete Co.

M

-- UNION CITY

CORNER E. COLLEGE IL G.480 RAILROAD

faded Piper

Fulton, Ky.
Altar Das. nth I cannot WI you
a Pistol if you do rot live In Ky.
anal it is doubtful about Rifles
and Shotguns.
Even Ky. residents wilt his hampond In buying guns. So if you
want • gun without going
Ilwolizils a let of Groot Socioty
Rod Too you had bettor buy it
Wont D•cembee IS, 19611.

Thursday, December 12, 1968

Page 12

You'll Save With News- Shopper Advertisers
Tomatoes. Apples.
Oranges, Grapefruit,
Walnuts, Pecans. Brazil

Railroad Salvage Co.

Nuts, Bananas

Allen's Fruit Stand

_

' *same
A NEW LOOK AT KENTUCKY VILLAGE—Ken Harper, Assistant Commissioner of Child Welfare, left (left photo), and Earl Howard inspect the beginning stages of renovation work presently going on at•Kentucky Village. In the
photo at right, boys and staff members from Kentucky Village take on minor
construction work which provides KV youngsters with vocational training while
at the same time improving the institution's facilities.

VIGNETTE
LIMERICK: On the road from
AN IRISH

DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE!

1

3

-1211

I

1 - Hour Cleaning

1 - Day Shirt Service

Happy Day Professional Laundry - Cleaners 1
201 West State Line
479-2525

Dublin I encountered several of
the traveling Irish tinker families,
traveling in their round-topped,
gaily painted caravans. These are
the wandering people of the Emerald isle, those who fix umbrellas and sharpen knives, and
who sometimes do a bit of begging from door to door.
The tinkers are a colorful sight
on the Irish countryside, but
when they camp near a town or
city, the nearby residents aren't
always pleased. I stopped to talk
to several of them and learned
of their gypsy life. They are one
of the many interesting sights as
one travels through the charming
Irish countryside, where an ancient round tower or a ruined
castle may pop up just around
the next bend in the road

Railway First
The first long-distance train,
of stainless steel was the "Burlington Zephyr," built in 1934 by
The Budd Company of Philadelphia. The train traveled nonstop from Denver to Chicago.

SEE HAPPY FOR

Gift Liquors In Beautilul Decanter Bottles
TMAS SPECIAL!
110-Lb. Bar Bell Set
(with dumbbells)
New, rubber coated!

$19.95 set
Loader Sporting Goods
Leader Poo, Upstairs

Fulton, Ky.

Have Christmas Dinner On Us!
FREE TURKEY WITH ANY
FOUR NEW TIRES

FLEX

•g WITH NYLON
CORD AND MODERN WRAP
AROUND TROIA 0, WHICH
WILL DELIVER MORE MILES
THAN ORIGINAL EQUIP.
INS.

Plus Fed. Exc. Tax
From $LIPS to $2.91 Each
Depeocing en SIni.
Plus Fed. Exc. Tax
From 51.$9 to $2.97 Each
Depending on Silo.

re,,ire. one •iele. to( Ir.'.
lovoritr..nd one gide
of modrrn Chri‘lvoa• 1,011.4
Pla,s en.,',,,, or monaural.

— Exchange —
Plus Fed, Exc. Tax
From PIO to $2.119 Each
Dopoialing on Size.

SEIBERLING FOUR SEASONS OFFERS
IN SNOW THAN OTHER SNOW TIRES, YET RUNS

WE AT CB&O Wish to thank you for your
patronage. As the end of another year draws
near, we wish you a very Merry Christmas and
Great Happiness in the New Year.

Eight
GOODYEAR
CHRISTMAS ALB
ARTISTS
— ANDY WILLIAMS
— ROBERT GOULET
—CAROL LAWRENCE
— RAY CONNIFF
— TONY BENNETT
— PERCY FAITH
— JOHNNY MATHIS
— THE NEW CHRISTY
MINSTRELS
— BARBARA STREISAND
— ANTHONY NEWLEY
— SALLY ANN HOWES
— ROBERT MERRILL
— ANNA MOFFO
— THE BROTHERS FOUR

ANY SIZE
Red Stripe One Side.
Whit. Stripe One Side

FIBERGLASS BELTED Wide-Oval

4 for $119.95
THE EXTRA MILEAGE TIRE
MULTI - MILE FIBERGLASS BELTED WIDE "600"
Increased Stability — Styling To Enhance The Appearance Of Y
Car — A Great WIDE OVAL TIRE

